
GOING NEUTRAL
a guide to building gender inclusion in

your workplace

http://www.zestbcc.com.au/


People who are gender fluid whose sense of self in relation to gender changes from time-
to-time. The time frame might be over the course of many months, days, shorter, or longer,
but the consistent experience is one of change.
People who are gender non-conforming or gender-variant and identify outside of the
gender binary.
Gender queer people who don't identify with the binary of man/woman or those who
identify as non-conforming or non-binary (including agender, bigender, genderfluid)
People with intersex variations where their chromosomes, gonads, hormones, internal sex
organs, and genitals may differ from the two expected patterns of male or female.

Thanks for downloading this guide!  
 
Gender inclusion is so important for so many people; most notably for people who feel like
they need to hide huge parts of who they are because it isn't safe or acceptable to be
themselves in the workplace. 
 
Gender inclusion is most commonly associated with trans people (eg non-gendered
bathrooms or change rooms), and while gender inclusion is hugely important to that group,
they aren't the only members of the LGBTIQ+ community for whom gender inclusion is
important. As a snapshot (and by no means an exhaustive list):
 

 
For the purposes of this document, the term 'gender diverse' is used as an umbrella term to
succinctly capture the multitude of ways people identify or express their gender. 
 
One common argument against gender inclusion in workplaces is that there are no gender
diverse employees within an organisation and that the culture will be built when someone
'comes out'. But chances are you'll never know if you have gender diverse employees unless
you build a genuinely inclusive environment where employees feel safe and able to be
themselves. 
 
This guide is designed as an introductory document to support organisations who want to
build a more gender inclusive environment but aren't sure where to start.
 
I hope you find it a practical resource that helps you better understand the importance of
gender inclusion and how it can be improved in your organisation.

 
Tanya
Zest Founder & Director
tanya@zestbcc.com.au 
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The world of gender diversity is confusing, especially if you're only just starting your journey to
being more informed and aware about the topic!
 
The best explainer I've seen is the Genderbread Person (click the image to learn more):
 

THE BASICS
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https://www.genderbread.org/


Add your preferred pronouns to your LinkedIn or other social media accounts
Incorporate preferred pronouns into your email signature block 
Add a preferred pronouns question into your recruitment system or forms (this is a great
resource to refer to )
Ask employees to create a small poster for their workspace sharing their preferred
pronouns
Ordering lanyards with preferred pronouns that employees can choose to wear or order
stickers with a few pronoun options that people can stick on their ID cards or name badges
Ensure your external forms for any clients or customers asks for preferred pronouns
Build a pronoun awareness module into your L&D system and add it into your induction
program- this will reinforce to any new starters who are gender diverse that you are serious
about gender inclusion.

What are preferred pronouns and why do they matter?
 
We often make assumptions about the gender of another person based on what someone
looks like, what they are wearing, or even their name (ever been surprised when the Chris or
Riley you’ve been emailing is not the gender you assumed??). Unfortunately our assumptions
aren’t always correct, and even just making an assumption sends a potentially harmful
message; that people have to prescribe to certain norms to demonstrate the gender that they
are or are not.
 
Asking for someone’s preferred pronouns is small step to respect those who identify as
gender diverse and to demonstrate your commitment to maintaining an inclusive culture. It’s
as simple as asking ‘what are your preferred personal pronouns?’ in your forms like in the
example below:
 
 
 
 
There are lots of online resources available to support you in correctly using the various
pronouns, but also don’t be afraid to ask someone about their pronouns and how they’d
prefer they be used. I found this website  particularly useful.
 
Next Steps:
 

ASK FOR PEOPLE'S PREFERRED PRONOUNS
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https://uxdesign.cc/designing-forms-for-gender-diversity-and-inclusion-d8194cf1f51
https://www.mypronouns.org/


provides clear guidance and support to supervisors about their role in supporting an
employee’s gender transition. This increases their confidence in handling a complex
situation and means their response to any employee requests are more likely to be positive
and affirming. 
Ensures the employee is clear about what support they can expect from the organisation.
Transition processes should to be driven by the employee, as no-one understands their
needs better than them. So having the options available to them so they can decided what
is right for them, likely well before they speak to anyone about transitioning, is critical.

ACT State Government ‘Supporting Gender Transition in the Workplace’
Monash University ‘Gender Affirmation/Transition in the Workplace Procedure’
Human Rights Commission ‘Template for Gender Transition Guidelines’

What are transition policies and why do they matter?
 
When implementing a transition policy is suggested, sadly the most common responses are
‘why would we create a policy that no one will probably ever use?’ followed closely by
‘employees should know we’d do the right thing if they wanted to transition’. The fact is, there
may be a number of employees who identify as gender diverse who would openly express
their true gender identity at work if they knew it was safe to do so. 
 
A transition policy acts as a sign-post. It’s a clear signal to all employees, including those who
are gender diverse, that the organisation Is inclusive and is proactive in their support for
gender diverse employees. It also:

 
Next Steps:
 
There are some excellent examples of transition support documents you can refer to:

 
These examples (and there are lots more if you do a Google search) can be easily amended for
your organisation. Ideally you should ask your PRIDE/LGBTIQ+ employee network (if you have
one) to create the policy and leverage their lived experience and networks.
 
if you don't have time, resources or expertise available to create a policy for your organisation,
you can contact a specialist consultant (like me!) and ask them to draft one for you.

IMPLEMENT A TRANSITION POLICY
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https://hrc.act.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/2498-AGA-Transition-Toolkit-%E2%80%93-A4-Publication_FA.pdf
https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/1297986/Gender-Affirmation.pdf
https://assets2.hrc.org/files/images/general/Module_4x_Gender_Transition_Guidelines_Template.pdf


Start a change management process to enable employees to access bathrooms based on
their gender identity rather than biological gender.
Provide gendered items in all bathrooms. If you provide free sanitary items or vending
machines in the facilities, consider making those items (albeit a smaller supply) in all
bathrooms (accessible and both gendered facilities).
Consider redesigning the loos in your next refit or move. Consult with employees and
address legitimate concerns if they increase acceptance (ie having floor to ceiling stalls
rather than partial walls).
Change your signage to gender inclusive bathroom signage. Despite the raft of entertaining
signage available, Select option that states simply what bathroom facilities are available
rather than something witty (see image below)

What are gender neutral bathrooms and why do they matter?
 
There will always be the haters who maintain that bathrooms need to be segregated on the
basis of biological gender, however what is a greater symbol of true inclusiveness than
allowing someone the choice of accessing bathroom facilities that align with someone’s gender
identity?
 
If you are someone who is cis-gendered or someone who gender-conforms, consider how
uncomfortable it would be for you to access a bathroom of the alternate gender. Now imagine
every single time you need to access a bathroom you’re forced to access that other facility. The
unease that situation would generate, the furtive looking over your shoulder to make sure
people aren’t watching you walk in, loitering at the bathroom door (despite desperately
needing to go) to try and make sure there is no-one else in there, or blanching
at the physical representations of gender that just don’t align with you (urinals, tampon
dispensers etc). That is the experience of someone who is forced to use a loo that doesn’t
align with their gender identity. Every. Single. Time. That's why inclusive bathroom facilities
matter.
 
Next Steps:
 

CREATE GENDER NEUTRAL BATHROOMS

Image credit: @LaserMWebber on Twitter 7



The first is the necessary assumption that had to be made for someone to send employees
the male or the female guide which could be upsetting to someone who is gender diverse. 
The second was that the advice was gender normative. For example women were advised
to tie hair longer than shoulder length back but there was no reference to long hair in the
men’s guide, nor did the men’s document provide any tips on makeup application despite
there being a whole section in the women’s guide (spoiler: people who identify as male can
also have long hair and wear makeup!). 

Make an audit plan. If you have an annual policy audit cycle, gender inclusion
considerations can be simply built into that process. Form a working party with a HR or
Diversity specialist or ask your LGBTIQ+ or PRIDE network to provide inclusion input into all
people policies. 
If you don’t have a set policy audit schedule, pick a few key policies to start with and work
from there. Common offending policies include dress code and staff appearance policies,
parental leave policies, flexible working policies and forms and carers leave policies. 
Open a document and do a Ctrl-F search for gendered terminology like ‘she, her, hers’ and
‘he, his’ and replace with neutral options like ‘they, their and theirs’. 
Write a gender inclusive statement add into key policies. Something along the lines of ‘At
XYZ we are committed to inclusion and encourage employees to express their gender in
the workplace in a way that feels comfortable for them. There are however some OH&S
requirements that need to be complied with…’.
If you're time poor, or just aren't confident in your ability to conduct a document audit,
consider hiring a specialist consultant who can do it all for you. 

What are gender neutral documents and why do they matter?
 
As a society we are so conditioned to binary genders that we often don’t see it when it’s right
in front of our face. For example, I worked for an organisation who had a ‘Staff Photo Guide’ to
support employees when prepping for their professional photo shoot. Well actually they had
two documents; one for men and one for women, and you received one or other by email
when your shoot was booked. There were a two major issues with this:

 
It was an easy fix. The document was reworked into gender neutral fact based topics like ‘Your
hair’ or ‘Makeup Application’ or ‘Outfit selection’ and merged into a single document that was
sent to everyone. To boost inclusion further, I added a statement that encouraged people to
dress in line with their preferred gender expression and to feel comfortable wearing any
items of religious or cultural significance.
 
Next Steps:
 

NEUTRALISE YOUR DOCUMENTS
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Pick a form your organisation uses and assess it. Really assess it. What information is it
seeking and what exactly is that information used for? If you collect it but do nothing with it,
does that question really need to be asked? For example biological gender is often asked as
a default question without really being used.
Develop a data collection statement. Either an overarching statement that is attached to
your forms or a specific statement that appears on each form. This should clearly detail:

why the data is being collected (reporting, recruitment, diversity, medical etc), 
how the data will be stored (paper/electronic/on-site/off-site/third-party), 
who has access to it (HR/Payroll, third party, insurance assessor etc) and who does not
have access to it
how the data is used (to analyse data, to determine eligibility for services etc). 

Add Mx to your title options. It’s easy to do, costs nothing and hurts no-one. Just do it.
If you seek gender information, be clear if it’s biological gender or gender expression you’re
actually seeking. (if you really need to be asking about gender at all, see point 1). 
Find and replace every instance of ‘other’ in the personal information section of your forms.
‘Other’ is not an inclusive term as by forcing gender diverse people to select it you are
reinforcing that they are different or outside the norm. A far better term to use is
‘something not listed’. Where possible you should provide a free text box so people can
populate the field in the way they choose to. 

What is sensitive data collection and why does it matter?
 
We all know it’s not really the ‘what’ we are asked, but the ‘how’ that makes us more or less
likely to volunteer information. This is particularly relevant for people in the LGBTIQ+
community who have the valid fear that their information could be mishandled and that they
could be ‘outed’ without their consent, which could impact their employment and, in some
cases, their safety.  
 
If you’re cis-gendered, chances are you have no hesitation ticking ‘M’ or ‘F’ on a form, but
someone who identifies as gender diverse may wrestle with that question. Why is it being
asked? What happens if they pick ‘F’ because that’s how they express their gender, but
biologically they are male? If they tick an option now, can they change it in future? 
 
Data sensitivity asking for information that is required in a way that respects people’s diversity,
to provide people with genuine and inclusive choices that better reflect their lived experience. 
 
Next Steps:
 

COLLECT DATA WITH SENSITIVITY
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Swap 'ladies and gentlemen' with 'friends and guests', 'esteemed guests' or 'everyone' 
Avoid gendered ownership. For example instead of 'someone left her cardigan in the
meeting room' opt for 'someone left their cardigan in the meeting room'
Don't address emails to 'Sir' or 'Madam'... ever. If you don't know the addressee, opt for 'to
whom it may concern' or the applicable job title 'to the Hiring Manager'.
When sending team emails, avoid 'guys' or 'ladies' and opt for 'colleagues' or 'all'
When greeting groups, avoid terms like 'Hey guys/dudes/chaps/ladies/girls'. Go with
inclusive greetings like 'hey everyone' or 'hi all' or general greetings like 'Morning!' 
Some cultures and industries use 'Sir' or 'Ma'am/Madam', particularly for customers. Try
introducing options that don't assume gender; for example instead of 'thank you Sir' switch
for 'thank you very much' or instead of 'Yes Ma'am?' choose 'How can I help you today?'. 
When identifying people opt for neutral terminology. For example, instead of 'hand the
microphone to the man with his hand raised' use 'hand the microphone to the person with
their hand raised'
Create an inclusive language guide tailored to your business context and share with
employees. You can even build an online education module around it to help build
awareness.
Some organisations have implemented a gender-jar. It works like a swear-jar that whenever
someone uses a binary gendered term they have to put $1 in the jar. At the end of the
month the funds are donated to an LGBTIQ+ or women's charity.

What is gender inclusive language and why does it matter?
 
There are common phrases and language we use that inadvertently reinforce unhelpful
gender stereotypes and exclude people who are gender diverse. They are so common that we
often don't even notice that we're doing it, so it takes specific energy and effort to make these
linguistic changes.
 
Think of welcoming a room full of people and referring to 'ladies and gentlemen' or greeting a
group of people with 'hey guys'; both of these common situations are examples of non-
inclusive language because they exclude people on the basis of their gender identity. 
 
If this sounds a bit too PC, consider the same consideration in terms of gender equity.
Referring to Accounts Payable employees as 'The Finance Girls' or the HR Team as the 'HR
Ladies' is also non-inclusive and generally accepted as inappropriate. 
 
Language is incredibly powerful, and creating an environment where inclusive language is the
norm is a reflection of a genuine and impactful diversity & inclusion program.
 
Next Steps:
 

ADOPT GENDER INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE
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LGBTIQ+ vocabulary and definitions: It's pronounced metrosexual
 
Preferred Pronouns: MyPronouns.org
 
Designing forms for gender inclusion: UX design
 
Basics of gender and sexual diversity: Genderbread Person
 
LGBTIQ inclusion in Australia: Diversity Council Australia
 
Intersex Inclusion:  Pride in Diversity
 
The challenge of coming out at work: Deloitte
 
Explaining gender identity and expression (1:30m video): True Colours United
 
Gender identity and expression experiences from an Aussie gender diverse child (10m video):
Toilets, bowties, gender and me
 
Gender identity resources for kids and teens: AMAZE
 
 

USEFUL RESOURCES
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If you've found this document helpful, please don't keep it a
secret! Share it with someone you know will get value out of it
too.

We offer this document for free to support Zest's passion for
creating positive and inclusive workplaces where all employees
can thrive. If you'd like to show your appreciation you can 'buy
me a coffee' to say thanks and encourage more free content
creation!

If you need support to creating a gender inclusive workplace
culture in your organisation, you can book a complimentary 30
minute call with me to discuss current challenges and your
ultimate aims so we can sketch out a basic strategy

https://www.itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/2013/01/a-comprehensive-list-of-lgbtq-term-definitions/
https://www.mypronouns.org/
https://uxdesign.cc/designing-forms-for-gender-diversity-and-inclusion-d8194cf1f51
https://www.genderbread.org/
https://www.dca.org.au/topics/lgbtiq
https://www.dca.org.au/topics/lgbtiq
http://www.prideinclusionprograms.com.au/intersex-inclusion/
https://www2.deloitte.com/au/en/blog/diversity-inclusion-blog/2019/difficult-for-LGBTIQ-Australians-come-out-in-their-workplace.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vlx9iZ9g_9I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCLoNwVJA-0&t=31s
https://amaze.org/?topic=gender-identity
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/TanyaSiggins
https://meetfox.com/en/e/tanya-siggins-1/1

